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Public Servants Rights refer to the rights and interests that public servants are 
entitled to under the laws. “Remedies are provides wherever there are rights and 
interests” is a famous proverb originating from Roman laws. Following this proverb 
and to ensure the public servants could really and practically enjoy their rights and 
interests, those countries with advanced legal systems pay great attention to the 
importance and role of remedies available for safeguarding the Public Servants Rights. 
Such countries have established public-servant remedies systems which are 
comprehensive and possess such countries’ characteristics. China’s public-servant 
remedy system is behind those in the above-mentioned countries.  
This article starts from traditional power relationship theories and follows the 
amendment and development of the theories. It provides an overview of the 
public-servant remedies systems in major western countries and takes into 
consideration Chinese academia’s research achievements concerning relevant issues. 
This article aims to comply with the principle of the rule of law and the principle of 
safeguarding human rights, and targets the shortcoming of Chinese public-servant 
remedy system for making practical suggestions. This article wishes to provide useful 
reference to improve and perfect Chinese public-servant remedy system. In addition, 
it wishes to assist others to come up with valuable opinions and to encourage the 
academia to conduct more extensive and deeper studies on remedies to the Public 
Servants Rights.This article includes preface, conclusion and four chapters.  
Chapter One provides a general overview of public-servant remedies systems, 
which is designed to offer an understanding of public-servant remedies systems from 
the perspectives of substantiality and value. 
Chapter Two discusses the theoretical grounds of public-servant remedies 
systems. It starts from the analysis of the legal relationship between public servants 
and a country, the theory of special power relationship and the theory of internal 
administrative behaviors. Based on the dual identities of public servants, the rational 
reflection of the theory of special power relationship and the new understanding of the 














judicial remedy available in the pubic-servant remedies systems.  
Chapter Three studies the development and major contents of public-servant 
remedies systems in overseas countries. The study found these countries share the 
following experiences: having judicial remedy as the final resort, giving priorities to 
administrative remedy, making remedial means correspond to remedied rights, giving 
the public servants the right of filing lawsuits and ensuring the public servants can 
effectively enforce the remedies by designing a strict procedural system.  
Chapter Four discusses the shortcomings of Chinese public-servant remedy 
system and how to improve and prefect the system. It provides a review of the 
legislative development of Chinese public-servant remedy system, analyses the 
shortcomings of the current system and the necessity of establishing a centralized 
limited judicial remedy system. Chapter Four suggests to improve and perfect Chinese 
public-servant remedies system through multiple means such as unifying the 
legislation, reforming the remedy institutions and the professionals in these 
institutions, improving and perfecting administrative remedy, establishing judicial 
remedy, and improving and perfecting legal liabilities systems. 
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